Performance Notes

At the outset, ringers should keep the tempo driving ahead. Once the $\frac{5}{4}$ begins, bass ringers should outline the time signature with accents and keep it moving forward. Carefully follow all of the dynamic markings from measures 22–31 as crescendos, as quick dynamic changes are essential to this section. In measures 35–46, ringers should work towards performing a lyrical line with smooth motions that are more relaxed and highlight the melody on top. The closing section (57–end) should return to the driving rhythms that opened the piece. Approach this section with a crisp ringing style, accurate martellato lifts, and a quick tempo, all highlighted by the high treble descant.
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The Triumph Song of Life

Joyful, Joyful! We Adore Thee

for 3–5 (6) octaves of Handbells

Handbells used: 27, 35, 43 (44)

With building excitement! \( \textit{=} 120 \)

ODE TO JOY by Ludwig van Beethoven

Arranged by Brian Childers (ASCAP)
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*3-octave choirs play downstem treble notes only mm. 14-21.
4-octave choirs play all notes.
6 octave choirs may double top note 8va
6 octave choirs may double top note 8va

*3 octave choirs play downstem treble notes only mm. 31-34.
4+ octave choirs play all notes.
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*3 octave choirs play upstem notes only through m. 46.
4+ octave choirs play all notes.
Octave choirs may double top note $\delta va$
5 and 6 octave choirs may double top note \( \delta \nu \)
5 and 6 octave choirs may double top note 8va